




Orderly Default or Euro Exit? 

Introduction 
In November 2011, on the eve of the G20 Summit in Cannes, Greek Prime Minister George 

Papandreou sparked market and political jitters by announcing a referendum on whether the 

Greek people should endorse deeper austerity measures in return for a further package of 

emergency aid from the euro area and International Monetary Fund. While the move turned out 

to be political strategy to win a vote of confidence in the Greek parliament, the response to the 

planned referendum provoked a blunt ultimatum from French President Nicolas Sarkozy to 

Greece: “Abide by eurozone rules or leave”. One month later, when discussing a potential 

referendum on the new fiscal treaty, Irish finance minister Michael Noonan stated that such a 

vote would likely be interpreted as a signal on whether Ireland wished to continue as a member 

of the euro area. The growing frequency with which euro area politicians refer to the potential of 

euro area exit has eroded the notion of ‘irreversibility’1 of economic and monetary union that was 

hitherto considered inviolable. There is an important distinction to make, however: while the 

collapse of the single currency continues to be anathema to core euro area states,2 it has become 

feasible to envisage an embattled euro area state on the periphery feeling compelled to leave or 

being expelled from the club. 

 

In 2012 the euro area will be faced with two broad strategies on which to secure the survival of 

the single currency: either a restructuring of the debt of euro area states on the periphery, in 

which measures are adopted to help alleviate their debt burdens; or facilitating the exit of one or 

more peripheral states from the euro area. The first European Council meeting of 2012 takes 

place during a lull before the storm of Greek debt restructuring due in the spring, but the urgency 

for Greece to secure a further tranche of emergency aid and to agree restructuring of its debt 

with private creditors before mid-March 2012 (when €14.4bn of Greek bonds reach maturity) 

will soon force the euro area down one path or the other. This paper considers the political 

choices and their potential impact on economic and monetary union. 

 

The euro area has chosen, at least aesthetically, a path of ‘fiscal union’, which would indicate that 

there is thus far a political will to maintain the euro area intact. This approach has the advantage 

of generating less market nerves than preparing an exit strategy of a euro area state from the 

                                                        
1 The former Protocol on the Transition to the Third Stage of Economic and Monetary Union referred to the “irreversible 
character of the Community’s movement to the third stage of economic and monetary union”. While this Protocol was 
repealed by the Lisbon Treaty, references to the ‘irreversible character’ of EMU remain embedded in the EU Treaties (e.g. 
Article 140(3) TFEU and Articles 46.3 and 49 of the Statute of the ESCB and ECB). 
2 Les Échos, « Le retour au franc provoquerait un séisme économique et social », Robequain, L., December 13, 2011, and 
Der Spiegel, ‘The Disastrous Consequences of a Return to the Deutsche Mark’, Witte, J., November 29, 2010. 
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single currency, but markets are cognizant that the definition of fiscal union and the support 

structures required to ensure cohesion in the euro area are lacking. Thus far a fiscal treaty has 

been proposed that will only ensure tools by which to enforce austerity measures and ensure 

repayment of loans to the periphery. The absence of fiscal transfers or measures to alleviate the 

debt burden in euro area states buckling under the weight of their debt burden is unlikely to 

secure a return to growth in the short- or medium-term. Speaking following the January 2012 

European Council, Elmar Brok, MEP (a negotiator on the fiscal treaty representing the European 

Parliament) stated that “if we continue to finance Greece it will never become competitive”. 

Eventually, the euro area’s strategy of dancing along a tightrope between controlled default and a 

risky exit of one or more peripheral euro area states cannot endure much beyond 2012. 

 

A high-risk strategy: an orderly default with the 

euro? 
The starting point in assessing the potential for a euro exit is the current strategy adopted by the 

euro area. A central element to this strategy is the ‘fiscal treaty’ agreed by twenty-five EU 

Member States (bar the Czech Republic and the United Kingdom) during the January 2012 

European Council meeting in Brussels.3 The only real novelty in the treaty is that contracting 

parties (the states that both sign and ratify the treaty) will be required to adopt a “preferably 

constitutional” debt brake to prevent profligate spending. Furthermore, the treaty elevates new 

institutional provisions adopted in the 2011 legislative reform of the Stability and Growth Pact 

into to the status of treaty law. This means that contracting parties will be required under their 

international obligations to one another to commit to budgetary reduction and responsible fiscal 

policies. The fiscal treaty, however, includes an ‘unforeseen circumstances’ clause, which 

effectively allows a contracting party to claim force majeure resulting from the current economic 

crisis as a means of avoiding application of the treaty’s provisions in the short-term. The effect of 

the fiscal treaty alone on the current euro crisis is therefore negligible, but in the longer-term will 

ensure that all contracting parties commit to a course of debt reduction and responsible fiscal 

policy. 

 

It remains to be seen, however, whether the fiscal treaty is, as claimed, a form of longer-term 

‘compensation’ held against short-term one-off fiscal transfers to the euro area periphery. These 

                                                        
3 Ó Broin, P., ‘The Fiscal Treaty – An Initial Analysis’ and McArdle, P., ‘The “Fiscal Compact” and Fiscal Policy’, Nos. 5 and 
6, respectively, of the Institute of International and European Affairs’ Euro Crisis Working Papers Series. 
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fiscal transfers are effectively the only means available to peripheral euro area states to regain 

competitiveness within the euro area.  

 

In a recent publication,4 economist Jean Pisani-Ferry describes euro area states as being more 

exposed to financial crises than other EU states due to three factors: (1) the no bailout clause; (2) 

the prohibition on monetary financing; and (3) the sovereign-bank debt loop. The effective 

locking of low growth economies in the euro already removed a substantial competitive 

advantage from these countries, offset in part by steady flows of cheap credit garnered as a result 

of euro membership. Greece, for instance, grew by an annual average of 4.2% over the period 

between 2000 and 2007 and rampant headline spending on projects such as the 2004 Summer 

Olympic Games helped to obfuscate growing structural deficits. The public sector had come to 

total roughly 40% of GDP and civil servants represented almost one fifth of Greece’s total 

working population. Since 1993 – the year of the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty and 

the Stability and Growth Pact – Greece’s debt-to-GDP ratio consistently breached the 60% 

target. Following its entry into the euro area in 2001, Greece has been in permanent breach of the 

SGP. Such indicators seem to underline the conclusion by a report from the World Bank released 

in January 2012 that considers that adoption of the euro by low growth countries may have been 

“premature”, as Eastern enlargement eroded the competitive advantage of these states as FDI 

was redirected east. 

 

In a currency union, there are only two options to assist a state in regaining competitiveness 

during a debt crisis: (1) direct fiscal transfers from the core to the periphery; or (2) default on a 

portion of sovereign debt to assist in alleviating the state’s debt burden. The former can take a 

number of forms; indeed, in the European Union, regional funds, agricultural subsidies and 

cohesion funds are already a form of fiscal transfer. A number of economists have argued that 

Target2 balances in the Eurosystem are also a de facto fiscal transfer.5 Fiscal transfers could also 

take the form of subsidies, such as cutting the interest rates carried by the loans made bilaterally 

or via the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) or European Stabilisation Mechanism 

(ESM) to particularly low levels. Direct fiscal transfers ostensibly intended to reduce a state’s debt 

burden, however, fall foul of economic and monetary union rules, and in any case would prove 

politically impossible to justify in Germany and a number of other euro area states. 

 

                                                        
4 Pisani-Ferry, J., ‘The Euro crisis and the new impossible trinity’, Bruegel, January 15, 2011. 
5 See for instance Sinn, H.-W., ‘The ECB’s stealth bailout’, Vox, June 1, 2011. 
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As fiscal transfers to finance a euro area states’ debt are prohibited under the EU Treaties, 

however, the only option available is default. Default by a peripheral euro area state can come in 

various forms, with most scenario-building focusing on the example of Greece. If sovereign 

default is inevitable, the key objective for the euro area is to make it ‘orderly’ to prevent 

contagion to the banking sector and other exposed euro area sovereigns. German Chancellor 

Angela Merkel has been consistent in calling for an orderly default system within the euro area 

since 2009. 

 

Greece’s debt restructuring in which private creditors are invited to accept voluntary haircuts on 

the face value of their Greek holdings is, in theory, a form of default,6 but one that is considered 

‘orderly’ as the market has relatively clear expectations as to the outcome and is represented in 

the process. Private sector involvement (PSI) alone, however, is only part of the solution. Even 

after PSI has concluded, Greece will remain on an unsustainable debt trajectory while it faces low 

growth prospects and is shut out of international debt markets (and rated ‘junk’ by the Big Three 

credit ratings agencies). By this stage however, a larger portion of Greece’s sovereign debt will be 

in the hands of the public sector, including the International Monetary Fund, the European 

Central Bank, the Eurosystem and euro area sovereigns that provided a pool of bilateral loans to 

Greece. The ECB has prevented a run on Greek banks through refinancing operations and the 

purchase of sovereign debt on the secondary markets and the EFSF (and future ESM) are able to 

purchase this debt outright. It may be possible to avoid default by renegotiating repayment terms 

(such as by lengthening maturities and reducing interest rates), but unless Greece can recover 

growth, it will remain shackled by its debt burden. The ECB and the Eurosystem are determined 

not to shoulder losses in the event of default, meaning that the private sector is the only category 

of creditor that can be involved in restructuring. As private creditors have been involved in 

Greek debt restructuring already, the only option in the future, should Greece need to further 

alleviate its debt burden, will be to involve the ECB, the Eurosystem and euro area states in 

restructuring. By February 2010, for instance, the Eurosystem had ‘loaned’ almost €130bn to 

Greece, while the ECB through its Securities Markets Program had bought €40bn in Greek 

bonds, while it had loaned €90bn in liquidity to Greek banks in exchange for Greek sovereign 

paper. Significant losses on these holdings would require a recapitalization of the ECB, meaning 

more money injected from core euro area states. The Eurosystem as a whole could probably 

cushion a default by Greece, but the prohibition on monetary financing rule in the EU Treaties 

would inevitably be invoked by a national central bank to protect its capital. It could be argued, 

                                                        
6 The model follows the 2002 Uruguay debt restructuring in which private creditors exchanged sovereign bonds for new 
bonds that contained new terms, less face value, but greater security on repayment. 
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however, that an unflinching application of the monetary prohibition rule defeats the 

achievement of the purpose of the EU Treaties. The Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union (the treaty on which the original European Economic Community was founded) is to 

“ensure the economic and social progress of [EU] States” and to “strengthen the unity of their 

economies and to ensure their harmonious development by reducing the differences existing 

between the various regions”. By applying a strict application of the monetary financing rule, the 

overall purpose of the Treaty stands to be defeated. 

 

The pressing question, however, is whether the EU can manage a default beyond private sector 

involvement by a euro area state that remains part of economic and monetary union. An 

attempted ‘orderly default’ within EMU would require a high degree of coordination among euro 

area states, but controversially would see the ECB, the Eurosystem and euro area sovereigns 

having to assume losses on their sovereign holdings of the defaulting state. In addition to the 

legal problems this creates in terms of economic and monetary union rules (which are silent on a 

default scenario), contagion may spread to other weaker members of the euro area. In this case, 

the ‘firewall’ of the EFSF and ESM would have to be effectively bolstered as more euro area 

states would require emergency liquidity or indeed a bailout program from the funds as markets 

speculate that a similar fate may befall other euro area states. The 21 July 2011 decision to involve 

the private sector in Greek debt restructuring was responsible by itself for increasing the risk 

associated with euro area debt, causing an increase in the Italian and Spanish debt spreads. The 

consequences resulting from what may be seen as an unfair advantage – a significant fiscal 

transfer, in effect – to the defaulting euro area state would lead to legal challenges and a high 

degree of political tension among euro area states (and internally in core euro area states). It may 

be preferable for a number of euro area states to require the defaulting state to exit the euro area. 

 

This in turn leads into a legal thicket of uncertainty. Can a state that has exited economic and 

monetary union remain a Member State of the European Union? Is euro exit legally permissible? 

How is exit to be achieved – through expulsion or voluntary withdrawal? 

 

On euro exit itself, the orthodox legal position is that exiting the third stage of economic and 

monetary union is not possible, although Germany’s Federal Constitutional Court in its 1993 

Maastricht Treaty judgment stated that Germany could leave EMU if the goal of stability was not 

achieved. Nonetheless, the EU Treaties do not contain a mechanism by which a euro area state 

can exit the single currency, and the Maastricht Treaty that created EMU referred to the move to 
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the third state as “irrevocable”. References to this irreversible character of EMU remain in a 

number of provisions in the EU Treaties. 

 

The legal conditions and the practical reality, however, are two separate issues. If a political 

decision is taken that a euro area state needs to exit EMU in order to protect its economic 

security or to safeguard the euro, a legal solution will be found to allow an exit. For instance, the 

exiting state could negotiate a treaty with other members of the European Union to reduce the 

uncertainty and address legal doubts on euro exit. 

 

The exit scenario 
Euro exit could happen by a forced exit (e.g. by a refusal to provide loans to the exiting state and 

the ECB withdrawing its SMP for that state) or by a voluntary withdrawal. The decision to exit 

the euro area, however, is not one that will be taken lightly. Regardless of whether the decision is 

an expulsion or a voluntary withdrawal, it is likely to be kept sub rosa while governments in the 

euro area can prepare as best they can to manage the market instability that would result from 

exit. As the EU Treaties are silent as to the legality of a euro exit, the legal obligations of both the 

exiting state towards the remaining euro area and its institutions (and vice versa) will be required 

to be clarified. To provide legal security, a euro phase-out would require a treaty ratified between 

the exiting euro area state and the rest of the euro area, which would most likely contain an 

agreement on repayment of debt and contractual undertakings by the exiting state. This could be 

done through a combination of opt-out from existing EU Treaty provisions and supplementary 

treaties negotiated among the exiting state and other euro area and EU Member States. The EU 

Treaties themselves would presumably need to be amended to reflect the reality that a Member 

States may, in exceptional circumstances, have to temporarily withdraw from the third stage of 

EMU. 

 

If the exiting euro area state wishes to remain a Member State of the European Union, this treaty 

would have to be negotiated among all EU Member States – not just euro area members – as it 

would require derogations and temporary suspensions of EU Treaty rules (e.g. on free movement 

of capital). This exit treaty may address a number of issues associated with withdrawal: 

 

• Legality of withdrawal: as the EU Treaties are silent as to the legality of a euro exit, the 

legal obligations of both the exiting state towards the remaining euro area and its 

institutions (and vice versa) will be required. If amending the EU Treaties proves too 
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complicated to enable the withdrawing state to remain a member of the European Union, 

its exit treaty could envisage that the state remains a member of the European Economic 

Area, or it could create a special ‘semi-detached’ status that extends internal market rules 

to the exiting state, but that state would be removed from the EU institutions that shape 

internal market rules. 

 

• Calendar of gradual withdrawal: a sudden split of a state away from the euro area is highly 

unlikely. The introduction of the single currency required an incremental move to 

monetary union; exit will require a similar timetable to gradually move the exiting state 

out of the euro area. 

 

• Capital controls: derogation from EU Treaty rules on free movement of capital would be 

required, as an immediate impact of euro exit would be a bank run against the financial 

institutions of the exiting state. 

 

• Convertibility controls: in order to regain competitiveness, the exiting state would 

presumably wish to rapidly devalue its new currency against the euro. The export sector, 

however, has to be significantly strong for devaluation to make any real impact on the 

economy. Argentina, for instance, was able to benefit from cheaper exports and a global 

commodities boom to foster a rapid return to high growth in its post-default years. In any 

case, a rapid depreciation against the euro is likely if the new currency was to float freely. 

The government of the exiting state may, however, determine artificial currency controls, 

such as an optimum exchange rate against the euro, and establish a peg with the euro to 

prevent volatility and the erosion of savings and the ballooning of public debt (a large 

proportion of which would be euro denominated). To ensure convertibility, the national 

central bank would have to keep its euro foreign exchange reserves at the same level as 

the cash in circulation. 

 
• New physical currency of the exiting state: euro banknotes could be stamped to set the 

new value while the exiting state organizes minting of the new currency. Following the 

disintegration of Austria-Hungary in 1918 the new political states issued stamped Austria-

Hungarian banknotes while they were developing their own independent monetary 

standards. The ECB could later collect these notes, but probably with a tax-deducted 

amount. Large scope for counterfeit during this period. 
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• Continued financial assistance: the exiting state would be cut to junk and considered 

high-risk by all credit ratings agencies, meaning the country would be unable to fund itself 

on the international markets. In this case the exiting state would be required to request 

emergency financial assistance from the International Monetary Fund and third states. If 

the exiting state is able to remain a Member State of the European Union, it is eligible to 

access the EU medium-term balance of payments facility (currently activated for Latvia, 

Hungary and Romania). This would in theory enable the exiting state to secure funding at 

lower interest rates that under the EFSF/ESM, which entail a ‘penalty’ interest rate. 

 

 

Conclusion 
2012 is likely to see the European Union forced to decide on a greater push to shore up 

economic and monetary union that will likely see an attempt at the first ‘orderly default’ within 

EMU. The key players in this scenario will be the Eurosystem and core euro area governments 

(Germany in particular), which will come under intense political pressure from within as they are 

forced to find an acceptable form of loss-sharing. In the worst-case scenario, if loss-sharing 

cannot be agreed, a euro area state may find its debt burden to be unsustainable, which may lead 

to a messy default. As Member States are aware of the debt maturity schedule of all euro area 

states, a default on its sovereign debt by a euro area state is a situation that will require deliberate 

inaction on the part of the other euro area states, which is tantamount to a forced expulsion from 

the euro area. The European Central Bank also has the power to provoke a forced expulsion 

from the euro area by cutting off a euro area state from its refinancing operations and sovereign 

bond purchases program. 
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